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Let X be a standard Markov process (see [23) with the property that almost all 
paths have left-hand-limits everywhere on (0, oo). It is well known (see [2] p. 50, 
[5] p. 208) that smoothness conditions (such as 'Feller', 'quasi Feller') on the 
semigroup (Pt) of X imply that X is quasi-left-continuous on [0, c~), hence a 
Hunt process (in this context see also [3]). 

Starting with a ~-harmonic space ( E , ~ * )  with 1EH* one can always 
choose a process X 0 whose semigroup is quasi Feller (see [1]). Every standard 
process Y associated with (E,W*) (i.e. +~/f* coincides with the set of all 
excessive functions of Y) can be obtained from X 0 by means of a time change. 
So the question arises if every such process is already a Hunt process. 

In general smoothness properties of the semigroup as well as quasi-left- 
continuity on [0, oo) are not invariant under (strict continuous) time changes. 

In order to give 'invariant' sufficient conditions for X to be a Hunt process 
the above smoothness conditions on (P~) are replaced by smoothness conditions 
on the exit kernels of X. 

This yields that every standard Markov process associated with a 'nonde- 
generated" standard balayage space (see [1]) is a Hunt process. In particular this 
is true for every ~-harmonic space. 

I would like to thank K. JanBen and J, Steffens for helpful discussions. 

In the following let (N+, Nb) ~ denote the class of all (positive, bounded) 
Borel measurable functions on E, and 1I the class of all nonempty relatively 
compact open subsets of E. 

For  standard Markov processes X with state space E the notations follow 
essentially those of Blumenthal-Getoor [2] (e.g.: 3, (Or) and ~- denote life time 
and shift operators of X and the a-field generated by all X t, t > O, respectively). 
But H A will denote the exit kernel corresponding to the first exit time DCA from 
a set A (i.e. DcA=inf{ t>O;Xt~A} and IIA=EX[foXoCA ], if defined). 
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Lemma. Let X be a standard Markov process having left-hand-limits on (0, oo) a.s., 
let (T~) be an increasing sequence of stopping times with bounded supremum T and 
define L: = l i m X t .  Then the following holds: 

a) For xEE, for all f e ~ +  which are L(PX)-a.s. continuous, and for all 
0<= YEW,, we have 

E ~ I-lira infE xT- [ Y] f (L) ]  -< E x [lira sup Yo OT, f (L)] .  

b) I f  G is an open subset of E, then for all but finitely many nMN 

DcoOOT =T-Tn+DcooOT a.s. on [LEG]. 

Proof. a) If f is continuous, L(W)-a.s., then px-a.s. 

lim infE x r .  [ y ]  f (L) = lim in f ie xr.  [ y] f (X r,)) 

and the same with lim sup. Hence the result follows from the strong Markov 
property and Fatou's lemma. 

b) It suffices to consider coe[Tn<T for all n]. But then L(co)=Xr_(co), and 
Xr_(co)eG implies the existence of an integer k such that 

X([Tn(co), T(co)[, co)= X([0, T(co)-  T~ (co)[, 0T,(co))a G 

for all n > k. Consequently 

0 ~o (co) e [ T (co) - To (co) =< D: ~3 
hence 

D c o(Oy. (co)) = T(CO) -- T~(co) + D c ~ ( O T ( o )  ) _ T.(o)}(0T.(co))) 
= r(co) - r ,  (co) + D c G(0T(co)). 

(Observe that the quasi-left-continuity on [0,[) is not needed in the above 
proof.) [] 

Proposition. Let X be a standard Markov process. Then X is a Hunt process if the 
following holds: 

i) Almost all paths have left-hand-limits on (0, oo). 
ii) For every x e E  there is a neighbourhood U of x such that Hvl(x)>O. 

iii) H v l  is l.s.c, on U for all Uell.  

Proof. Suppose X to be not quasMeft-continuous on [0, co). According to ([21 
p. 50) we may (and do) assume that the stopping times involved are bounded t. 

Then there exists a point yeE and an increasing sequence (T,) of stopping 
times with bounded limit T such that 

P" [L =~Xw] > 0 (1) 
where L = l i m X r .  

Since the paths have left-hand-limits on (0, ~) ,  L does exist. Since X is quasi- 
left-continuous on [0, ~) (1) yields 

PY[LeE, T>= c~] >0. (2) 

The author is obliged to a referee for this remark 
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Furthermore, from ii) and iii) we know that, for all x e E ,  there is an open 
neighbourhood V of x such that 

infH v 1 = infv[i v i > 0. (3) 

Moreover, V may be chosen to be a L(PY)-continuity set (i.e. W [ L ~ O V ] = O ) .  
Hence part a) of the lemma applies to f - -  1 v. 

Define D: = D c v~ then 

E y [H v 1 o L; L~ V] < E y [lim infH v 1 o XT.; L6 V], by iii) 

= E y [lim infP xr,, [D < ~] ; L~ V] 

<PY[ l imsup[DoOTn<~oOTJ ,  L ~ V  ], by part a) 

of the lemma. By part b), applied to the open sets V and E simultaneously, this 
equals 

PY[DoOT<[  OOT, L ~ V  ] 

=PY[D o 0T<~O OT, LcV, T<~] 

=PY[D o OT<~~ OT, XT=L@V, T<~] 
= EY[Hv l o L, X T =  L~V, T <  ~] 

<= E ~' [[I v 1 o L, L~ V] - (infF/v 1) PY [L~ V, r > ~]. 

Consequently W [L~ V, T > ~] = 0 for all L(PY)-continuity sets V which satisfy (3). 
But E can be covered by a sequence of such sets, which contradicts (2). [] 

The following remarks discuss the conditions ii), iii) and the quasi-left- 
continuity on [0,~) assumed in the proposition, and give an application to 
harmonic spaces. 

Remarks. 1) Since s u p { H v l ( x ) ;  U~{x}}=PX[Dc~x~<~], ii) holds if and only if X 
has no absorbing points. 

2) The conditions ii) and iii) are obviously not necessary for X to be a Hunt 
process. But they cannot simply be dropped: 

2a) Let X be uniform motion to the right on IR+ but terminating with 
probability 1/2 just before reaching the point 1. Then X satisfies all but 
condition iii). Moreover Fly1 is bounded away from zero for all U~ll. 

2b) Let E=[0 ,  1] c lR  be the state space of the process X which is uniform 
motion on [0,1) terminating just before reaching the point 1 and which 
terminates with some intensity 2 > 0  if starting at 1. Then X satisfies all but 
condition ii). 

3) The conditions i)-iii) alone do not imply the quasi-left-continuity on 
[-0, ~)-even if left-limits are in E: 

3 a) Let E = [0, 1~ u [2, oo)c IR be the state space of the following process X: 
X begins uniform motion to the right on E\{1} jumping to the point 2 just 

before reaching 1, and starting at 1 X jumps to 2 with some strictly positive 
intensity. Then f lu1  =1 for all Ue!I and the paths have left-hand-limits (in E) 
on (0, co). But X is not a standard process. 
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3b) The  ' s ame '  process with state space [0, 1)~ [2, oo) instead of the above  E 
gives an ana loguous  example  wi thout  holding points. (In this case the left-hand- 
limits exist as well but  are not  necessarily in E). 

4) As we have  seen, it is not  possible to d rop  the quasi- left-continuity on 
[0, ~) f rom the assumptions .  In the case that  it is replaced by 

(*) I T <  ~] c [XT_ ~E] a.s. for all s topping t imes T 
one gets the same result, if the condit ions ii) and iii) are replaced by 

ii)' All points  are ins tantaneous  for X. 
iii)' H v l  v is 1.s.c. on V f o r  all V c U  (V, U~ll) .  

This can be p roved  with the same me thods  as before b u t I  shall not  do so since I 
don ' t  know any reasonable  condi t ion for (*) different f rom quasi- left-continuity 
on [0, ~). 

5) The  p ropos i t ion  applies easily to nondegenera ted  s tandard  ba layage  
spaces (E, Y)  in the sense of [1]:  

Every standard Markov process associated with (E, 5 P) in the usual sense (i.e. 
the set of excessive functions coincides with Y )  is a Hunt process. 

Proof. I t  suffices to ensure condi t ion i) of  the proposi t ion.  But  it is known  f rom 
[1] that  the following app rox ima t ion  theo rem holds:  

{s 1 - s 2 ;  SieSPmcgb,Sl--S2~c} is dense in <go 

w.r.t, the sup -no rm (c~ b and ~fc denote  the class of  cont inuous  functions which 
are bounded  and  which have  compac t  support ,  respectively). 

This, in turn, yields a sufficient condi t ion of i) in the propos i t ion:  
There  exists a sequence ( d , ) c  <go such that  (d,) separates  the points  of E and, 

for all n ~ N ,  t ~ d ,  o X, has lef t-hand-l imits  a.s. on (0, oo). [ ]  

5a) In par t icular  every s tandard  M a r k o v  process associated with a ~ -  
ha rmon ic  space (see [4]) is a H u n t  process. 

5b) It  should be possible 2 to show the above  conclusion for general  stan- 
dard  ba layage  spaces, i.e. to el iminate the restrictive nondegeneracy,  but  it seems 
that  this requires a different method.  
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2 It is: Look for the forthcoming "Markov Processes on Standard Balayage Spaces" by W. 
Nansen 


